Ajmal Foundation felicitated successful candidates of APSC Final Exam 2016, under Ajmal Free IAS Coaching Program at 10 Ashok Path, Guwahati on November-25, 2018. Sirajuddin Ajmal, MP & Managing Trustee, Ajmal Foundation chaired the program and encouraged the successful candidates for their hard works to shine in the prestigious APSC exam. It is to be noted that four sponsored candidates of Ajmal Foundation, Hojai have been successful in the Combined Competitive Examination, 2016 of the Assam Public Service Commission (APSC). The sponsored candidates Partha Pratim Baruah of Nalbari District; Gayatri Patir of North Lakhimpur District; Krishan Jyoti Deka of Morigaon District have been selected for the ACS Junior Grade while Suma Roy of Lanka, Hojai District has been selected for Assam Land Revenue Services. This year Ajmal Foundation has sponsored a total of 20 candidates for UPSC coaching in Delhi under Ajmal Free IAS Coaching Project. Out of 20 candidates, Seven candidates have appeared in the APSC Final Examination and the above named Four candidates have successfully cleared the final examination. “The much awaited dream of Ajmal Foundation and the Trustees, Maulana Badruddin Ajmal, MP and Sirajuddin Ajmal, MP has turned into reality with the declaration of the APSC final results on Friday (Nov-16)” stated Khasrul Islam, General Manager, Ajmal Foundation on the occasion.

He further mentioned that “Ajmal Foundation provides financial support to the poor but meritorious graduate and post graduate youths of backward areas of Assam and other North Eastern States so that they can avail the opportunities of proper coaching in Delhi and other metros of the country for the Combined Competitive Exams of UPSC and APSC.”
ASSOCHAM’s best NGO Award in Skill Development 2017-2018

The Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM) has awarded Ajmal Foundation as the Best NGO, in the category of Skill Development-2017-18, for its immense contributions in the field of Skill Development. In an event Summit-cum-Awards on Skilling India from Skills to Employability organised by ASSOCHAM at Diplomatic Enclave, Hotel ITC Maurya, New Delhi on November 01, 2018. Shri Anantkumar Hegde, Union Minister of State, Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, Govt. of India handed over the award (Best NGO–Skill Development Award Gold Trophy 2017-18) to M Abdur Rehman Ajmal, Trustee Ajmal Foundation; Khasrul Islam, General Manager, Ajmal Foundation, Dr MRH Azad, Manager, Ajmal Foundation and Abidur Rahman, Project Manager, Ajmal Foundation in the event.

It’s to be mentioned that Ajmal Foundation has completed a number of Government Projects with Ministry of Human Resource Development, Ministry of Rural Development & Ministry of Minority Affairs of Government of India and various departments of Government of Assam and Meghalaya in different states of India like Assam, Meghalaya, Maharashtra, Karnataka and Uttar Pradesh. Under these projects more than 11750 candidates were trained in different trades of skill development and found placement in various National and Multi-National Companies. It is to be noted that Ajmal Foundation is also implementing two more projects namely “Nai Manzil” under Ministry of Minority Affairs (MoMA) and DDU-GKY under Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD) with a target to training and placement of 2353 and 800 candidates respectively in the State of Assam & Meghalaya. Ajmal Foundation is also running as many as 25 Colleges in different districts of Assam from where more than 15000 students have already passed out and pursuing their higher studies in different Institutes of national repute.
Ajmal Foundation Celebrated National Education Day

Ajmal Foundation celebrated National Education Day on 11th November at Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education (B.Ed), Hojai, in commemoration of outstanding contributions of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, the first Education Minister of Independent India in the field of education. The occasion also marked the establishment of the pioneer legal institute “Ajmal Law College” in the newly constituted district of Hojai with a special lecture on “Importance of Legal Education in India” by eminent personalities of the field.

Education is the only weapon that can bring about socio-economic changes in the society. For the last few decades, Ajmals are striving to provide quality education to the rural youths of Assam and in the courses of its journey Ajmal Group of Colleges had come up with 25 Colleges which includes a B. Ed College and Degree Colleges. “Ajmal for Education, Education for All” has been the mission statement to infuse thrilling spirit and zeal among the teaching fraternity of Ajmal Group of Colleges to impart quality education to the rural youths, the most precious resources of the nation. Of late, a new feather has been added in the cap of Ajmal Group of Colleges. This year, Ajmal Law College, the first ever Law College in the District of Hojai, has got approval of Bar Council of India, New Delhi for 3 year LL.B and 5 year B.A. LL.B. Courses.

Prof. (Dr.) Mohammad Aslam Parvaiz, Vice Chancellor, Maulana Azad National Urdu University, Hyderabad and Prof. (Dr.) J.S. Patil, Vice Chancellor, National Law University and Judicial Academy, Guwahati, have graced the occasion as the Chief Guest and Guest of Honour respectively while M Badruddin Ajmal, M.P. Dhubri & CEO Ajmal CSR Organizations presided over the function. M Abdur Rehman Ajmal, Trustee Ajmal Foundation delivered the welcome address.
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Along with the rest of the nation, Constitution Day was observed at Ajmal Law College at Hojai in Assam on November 26, 2018. On this auspicious day, a legal aid awareness centre was also inaugurated at Ajmal Law College building, which is specially opened with the objective to provide assistance to downtrodden and weaker section of the society.

The programme began with lighting of lamp in front of the portrait of father of the Constitution, Babasaheb Dr Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar. Advocate General of Assam Prof (Dr) R C Borpatragohain graced the occasion as chief guest, judicial service officer Pronita Morang from Nagaon graced the occasion as guest of honour, educationist Pradip Bagchi, Ajmal Foundation’s general manager Khasrul Islam, administrative director of Ajmal Group of College, Colonel Samir Khanjilal (retired) and Akkash Ali, Principal, Ajmal Law College were present on the occasion.

Speaking at the programme, Advocate General of Assam Prof (Dr) Ramesh Chadra Borpatragohain said, “Our Constitution is unique, it is above all religious scripture or holy book. It is the thread which has kept all the communities of society united, in spite of various diversities in variety.”

He further said, “Constitution is only the source which can safeguard our country. Today the need of the hour is to organize legal mass awareness camps through various means and it also important that people understand the significance of Constitution in their day-to-day life.”

Judicial service officer Pronita Morang appealed to all the law students to use their legal education in the uplift of the society, especially in helping the downtrodden section of the society. Hundreds of students, guests from all the walks of life joined the programme that ended with singing of the National Anthem.
Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education gets 1st & 2nd & 4th rank in B. Ed final Exam 2018

NAMCE once again topped in B. Ed final exam under Gauhati University

Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education, Hojai a pioneer institution of Ajmal Group of Colleges under the aegis of Ajmal Foundation exhibited excellent result in the B. Ed final examination 2018 under Gauhati University. The result was declared on November 16 by the University.

Hijam Heirang Leima Devi got 1st Class 1st Position (82.93%), Ms. Tayebea Begum has got 1st Class 2nd position (81%), Ms. Jania Yasmin Laskar got 1st Class 4th Position (79.79%), Ms. Leena Devi got 1st Class 13th Position (78%) and Dipanjali Devi got 1st Class 23rd Position (77.14%) among 37 B. Ed colleges under Gauhati University. The college could achieve this feat with the 3rd batch of students who appeared in the final examination under the said university. The college could exhibit 100% result with 98.85% 1st class holders which is 4.85% higher as compared to the total 1st class holders (94%) of the last year’s result. Last year also, two students of the College have secured top two positions in Gauhati University. Ms. Salma Sultana got 1st Class 1st Position (78.92%) and Ms. Anjuma Khatun has got 1st Class 2nd position (78.78%).

It is may be mentioned that the Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education was established by Ajmal Foundation in 2014, the College is recognised by National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) and affiliated to Gauhati University. Since education plays the most pivotal role in the progress and uplift of a community, Ajmal Foundation has always prioritized this sector and left no plan untried to make educational facilities available to the marginalized and the have-nots. In 2006, the very second year of its inception, the Foundation came up with its first college – Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Science and Technology at Hojai. Since then it has worked relentlessly in this field and within a span of twelve years, it has as many as 25 colleges under what is known as Ajmal Group of Colleges. With the common motto, ‘Ajmal for Education, Education for All’, these include two Degree colleges, one B.Ed college, one Law college and a number of Junior colleges scattered throughout Assam. Moreover, the Foundation has, of late, come up with a number of schools with the nomenclature ‘Ajmal Adarsha Jatiya Vidyalaya’ located at different remote areas of the state. Besides, Ajmal Foundation also offers free IAS coaching to aspiring youths in collaboration with Hamdard Study Circle, New Delhi and GS Mentors, New Delhi. The Foundation’s latest educational project is the one-year Repeater’s Course launched early this year for 12th passed medical and engineering aspirants.
A long with education, Markazul Ma’arif have given focus on livelihood mission to improve the employability among the poor women. In this regard Markazul Ma’arif, the oldest Ajmal CSR organisation distributed 40 Sewing Machines on 29th September, 2018 at Nilbagan Silpa Udyog Kendra under Markaz Livelihood Mission. M Abdur Rahim Ajmal, Hon’ble MLA, Jamunamukh graced the distribution program as the Chief Guest. Ajmal appreciated the steps of Markazul Ma’arif for taking such a noble steps to train women & girls in Cutting - Tailoring and then give them a Sewing machine at the completion of one year training. He said that it will help women to earn for a decent living being at home. In another program, 7 Sewing machine and 3 E-Rickshaws given to needy beneficiaries at Lakhwinganj, Dhubri same day in presence of Hafiz Bashir Ahmed Qasmi, hon’ble MLA as the Chief Guest. M Sulaiman Ali, G. Secy of Bilasipara Dist Jamiat Ulama & others were present on the program.

TISS AESDII Eastern Conclave for Building CSR Partnerships

The officials of TISS AESDII Eastern Conclave handing over the Participation Certificates to Mr Khasrul Islam, GM, Ajmal Foundation; Dr MRH Azad, Manager, Ajmal Foundation and Mr Aminul Hussain, HRM, Ajmal Foundation on the valedictory session on Thursday (Dec 06). It is to be noted that the 3 Day TISS AESDII Eastern Conclave for Building CSR Partnerships was organised by Tata Institute of Social Science (TISS) at IIT-Guwahati.

Ajmal Foundation Honoured by Hojai Dist. Administration on 72nd I'Day Celebration

‘Assam Minister Pijush Hazarika lauds the Skill Development initiatives of Ajmal Foundation’

Hojai District Administration Honoured Ajmal Foundation on Independence Day Program at Sankardev Nagar, Hojai on Aug-15. Sri Pijush Hazarika, Hon’ble Minister of State, Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of Assam handed over the Special Recognition certificate to Mr Khasrul Islam, GM, Ajmal Foundation for its outstanding contribution in the field of Skill Development, in presence of Sri MP Singh, IAS, Deputy Commissioner, Hojai; Sri Ankur Jain, IPS, SP Hojai; Dr MRH Azad, Manager Ajmal Foundation including other High Officials of Hojai District Administration.
On the occasion Ajmal Foundation also awarded some prominent personalities from different fields which include Prof Monirul Hussain, Department of Political Science, Guwahati University, for his immense contribution in the field of education and social service, Amiruddin Ahmed, District & Session Judge, Diphu, Karbi Anglong, for being the 1st Judge from Hojai district. Prof. Stuti Deka Constitutional & Administrative Law Department, Gauhati University, Guwahati, for being the First Women Professor in legal studies from Northeast region, Birubala Rabha, noted social activist, for being a crusader against Witch Hunting in India.

Adv. Apurva Kr. Sharma, Chairman, Executive Committee, Bar Council of India, Prof. (Dr.) Mohd Shakeel Ahmed, Dept. of Law, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, Hafeez Rashid Ahmed Choudhury, Senior Advocate, Gauhati High Court, Prof. (Dr.) S. Rajkhowa, HoD, Dept. of Law, Gauhati University, Assam, Dr. Mohammad Abdul Rafeeq, Educationist & Social Activist, Hyderabad, Prof. (Dr.) M. Manzoor Hussain, Director Admissions, JNTUH College of Engineering, Hyderabad, Fr. (Dr.) Paul Pudussery, Holy Cross College, Agartala, Mr. Manvendra Pratap Singh, IAS, Deputy Commissioner, Hojai, Prof. (Dr.) Yugal Kishore, National Law University & Judicial Academy, Guwahati, Prof. S.C. Singh, National Law University & Judicial Academy, Guwahati, Adv. Mahim Deka, Advocate, Gauhati High Court, Mr. Ankur Jain, IPS, SP, Hojai, Khasrul Islam, GM, Ajmal Foundation, Dr MRH Azad, Manager, Ajmal Foundation, Col Samir Kanjilal, Academic Director, Ajmal Group of Colleges, Principals, Faculty Members, Students of Ajmal Group and leading citizens of different walks of Hojai were present on the occasion.

Khasrul Islam, General Manager, Ajmal Foundation, Hojai, has been awarded the Honoris Causa Ph.D degree by Ballsbridge University, Dominica at the convocation on 16th December, 2018 at India Habitat Centre, New Delhi in recognition of his immense contribution in the field of Modern Education and Skill Development in Assam. Under his leadership Ajmal Foundation established 25 Colleges including Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Science & Technology, Ajmal Law College & Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education and 18 Skill Training Institutes in different rural areas of Assam. Meanwhile, he touched the lives of more than 50,000 students and 5000 teachers so far by conducting innumerable number of motivational sessions for students and Teachers Training Programs across the State. Under his guidance, the Team of Ajmal Foundation successfully implemented a number of skill development programs under the Ministry of Rural Development and Minority Affairs of Govt. of India providing skill training to around 15000 rural unemployed youths and received best NGO in skill development in India by Association of Chambers of Commerce and Industry (ASSOCHAM, New Delhi), twice with silver Trophy and finally with Gold Trophy in 2018. Islam is the eldest son of Rafique Uddin and Ayshsa Khatun of Vill- Gandharbakhani, Mullaganj Bazar, Karimganj.
The State Mission Director of Assam State Rural Livelihood Mission (ASRLM) Mrs. Nandita Hazarika, ACS, visited the Ajmal Skill Training Centre (DDU-GKY), Hojai on November 29, 2018. During her visit Mrs Hazarika visited the Skill Training Labs and interacted with the trainees of different trades and the officials of Skill Training Centre & Ajmal Foundation. She further expressed her satisfaction over the present infrastructure of the Ajmal Skill Training Centre (DDU-GKY). “It was an eye opening experience, Ajmal Foundation has done so many philanthropic activities that is touching the lives of so many people, a noble act indeed.

Wish the Foundation all success”- stated Mrs Nandita Hazarika, in the Remarks Book.

**Markaz Genius 40 inaugurated**

Special care for precocious students and to help them achieving their desired goals Markaz Genius 40, a unique program has been initiated by Markazul Ma’arif with a mission slogan of 'Ajmal for education, education for all'. After massive success of Ajmal Super-40 for 10+ students by Ajmal Foundation, this year Markazul Ma’arif launched MARKAZ GENIOUS-40 at Markaz Academy, Hojai for class IX and X students on November 11, 2018. In this unique program 40 brilliant students (20 boys & 20 girls) of class X were selected by special test. They will be provided 24-hour special care. Guests lauded the program initiated by Markazul Ma’arif.
Ajmal Foundation feted Kickboxing Player Chandini Khatun

Chandini bagged 8 Gold Medals from National & International Kickboxing events

Ajmal Foundation felicitated Kickboxing Player Chandini Khatun on December 02, 2018, at Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Arts, Hojai. Speaking on the occasion, Mr Khasrul Islam, GM, Ajmal Foundation, said "We would like to place on record the efforts, hard work, dedication and perseverance that you have put in for achieving your excellence in the field of sports as a stunning player of Kickboxing game. You have already bagged 8 Gold Medals from different National and International Kickboxing events and therefore you are rightfully considered for being a first outstanding sports woman of the State of Assam and you have made your parents proud besides the citizens of the State of Assam".

"Your extraordinary achievements speak volumes of your passionate and determined efforts in spite of your financial constraints. Your success proves your prowess of remarkable enthusiasm and power of perseverance which have enabled you to attain such a feat by overcoming extreme financial crisis in your humble family. Your achievements are worthy of praise and adoration by one and all"- further stated by Khasrul Islam. On the occasion Chandini also interacted with the students and faculties of Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Arts.

Mr Khasrul Islam, General Manager, Ajmal Foundation interacting with the students of Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Arts, Hojai on October 03, 2018.

Interaction Session at Maryam Ajmal Women's College of Arts

Orientation Program of Ajmal Group of Colleges (Accounts) held at Conference Hall of Ajmal Foundation on Monday (5th November) 2018.
The Smell Of Success

Abdulla Ajmal, Deputy C.O.O. of Ajmal Perfumes talks about how the decades-old family business has survived and grown, and how it connects with customers to create memorable fragrances.

In over 60 years of business, how has Ajmal continued to grow and remain relevant amongst growing competition?
We have managed to stay relevant by changing according to the needs of our customers and the requirements of the market. Over the years we have evolved from being a commodity trader selling Oudh, Dahn Al Oudh and its multiple flavors and variants in a few select locations, to being a multi-brand and multiple category retailer with two dedicated manufacturing facilities in Dubai and over 240 company owned and operated outlets spread across eight countries and distributing to over 45 countries around the world.

We work with the best suppliers in the world. We have a knowledgeable and well-travelled competent team across our departments to ensure we work every day to keep ourselves ahead of the curve. It is important to understand that this is a continual process. Change is the only constant and change is what we must embrace to move forward.

What are the most profitable and active markets that you operate in?
All the markets that we currently operate in are profitable for us, but the U.A.E. and Saudi Arabia are number one and two in terms of turnover.

Who are your key demographics?
We cater to perfume lovers across the six gulf countries, India and Thailand in terms of retail, with distribution taking us into countries like the U.S., the UK, Australia, Brazil, etc. We believe we have ability to cater to most perfume tastes, as we have over 300 fragrances in our stores. If you walk into our stores empty handed, chances are you will walk out with a fragrance suitable to your taste.

What do you hope to achieve in your time running the family business?
My mission is to bring Ajmal into households where we currently have no presence, so I want to expand the business into countries where Ajmal is not well known. The approach is two pronged through retail and through distribution. We have a vision to establish ourselves in key locations around the world in terms of retail.

We currently service eight countries in terms of retail, and we aim to expand that to include locations such as London, New York, Paris, Sao Paulo and Tokyo over the next few years. In terms of distribution, we aim to expand within the countries we are already present and to find new avenues to attract more customer to us. The goal is to make Ajmal a globally recognized brand.

How much of your current business relies on Oud and how do you source such a precious commodity?
Ajmal’s developed as a brand with Oudh and Dahn Al Oudh—it has been our mainstay since our inception and we will continue to sell the product well into the future. Over the years we have diversified our product line to include French and western fragrance, both as concentrated perfume oil as well as sprays. We have created products for the body such as body lotions, talcum powders and body butters. We have expanded into ambience with rose water-based room fresheners along with the traditional incense that we sell, including Oudh, Oudh Moattar and Dakhoons. We moved from a purely traditional product retailer into a fragrance house, controlling the entire chain from manufacturing to the marketing and retailing of the product. The dependence on Oudh has reduced, but the value of its contribution has increased over the years.

The past few years have also seen the introduction of Oudh-based fragrances from internationally renowned brands and that has helped us to cater to a wider audience through our traditional offerings. It has been
an interesting transition through which we are able to represent the best the East has to offer.

To cater to our needs for the traditional Oudh product, we have our own plantation of over a million trees in our place of origin—Assam.

Has the Middle East market changed in terms of its fragrance preferences over the years? If so how, and what are the current trends?

Trends in perfumery are cyclical, and what was fashionable in the past is coming back to the fore with a slight twist of modernity. Consumers today are far more exposed and like to express themselves uniquely. Our customers prefer a touch of the orient in all of their fragrance choices. We cater to this need by creating products that we term as ethnic chic—products that are modern but still hold the magic of the East in the way that the fragrance unravels.

At the moment, oriental fragrances are all the rage, with Oudh, amber and rose taking center stage through product launches by some of the most well-known and revered brands around the world. This is our domain and it helps throw additional light on the product segments that we have been retailing for decades.

What do you do to connect with and understand your consumers’ needs?

We have a very healthy relationship with our customers. We conduct regular surveys with them to understand if we are in line with their current tastes, if there are any short comings or any new directions that they would like us to work on, etc. When we develop our fragrances, we go back them for feedback. This helps us bring to market products our consumers are on the lookout for.

Why do you think fragrance inspires such consumer loyalty?

Fragrances enable you to travel through time and visit various parts of your past life. There is a strong bond between memory and smell. If you connect with one fragrance at any point in your life, you will be able to relive that moment through the fragrance in the future.

What is your favorite fragrance and why?

My favorite fragrance is the next launch by Ajmal. For me it is important to live well with the fragrance and be comfortable with its salient features, like diffusion, longevity and acceptability. It also helps me get feedback from family and friends on how the fragrance develops over time. Currently it is a wonderful, luminous fragrance, coming soon.
The Department of English, Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Science & Technology, Hojai was organised a Talk on Linguistic and Historical Aspects of the Sylheti Language on September 29, 2018.

There was two sessions in the event dealing with two different topic. The first talk was on “Linguistic and Historical Aspects of the Sylheti Language”. The talk was delivered by a renowned Linguist Dr. Amalesh Gope, Assistant Professor, Department of English & Foreign Languages, Tezpur University. The second talk was on "Typological Aspects of the English Language". The talk was delivered by another renowned Linguist Dr. Arup Kumar Nath, Assistant Professor, Department of English & Foreign Languages, Tezpur University. Along with the Ajmal fraternity, many distinguished people from Hojai were present in the event.
Mr Sondip Kumar Roy, a student of IIT-G interacted with the Students of Ajmal Super 40, Hojai on Monday on Nov-19, 2018.

National Press Day 2018


Candidates of Ajmal Skill Training Centre (DDU-GKY), Hojai on the way to Chennai for placement on November 24, 2018 after completion of their three months training.

Top Govt. Officials feted at Hojai

Dr Khasrul Islam, GM, Ajmal Foundation felicitated Sri Alok Kumar, IAS, Chief Secretary, Govt of Assam and Smt LS Sangsang, IAS, Principal Secretary, Home, Govt. of Assam at DC Office, Sankardevnagar, Hojai on October 13, 2018.

Dr MRH Azad, Manager felicitated Sri Baskar Jyoti Mahanta, IPS, ADGP, Assam Police and Sri Deepak Kumar, IPS, IGP L&O, Assam Police at DC Office, Sankardevnagar, Hojai on October 13, 2018.
Swasth Bharat Yatra: Active participation of Markazul Ma'arif praised by Hojai district administration

Markazul Ma'arif, a leading NGO & its trainee students under the project DDU-GKY have been able to achieve praise of Hojai district administration for its key role regarding Swasth Bharat Yatra. A Swasth Bharat Yatra Pan- India Cyclathon team of North East started from Agartala on 16 October 2018 arrived Hojai on 10 November. The main aim if the cyclathon was to create Awareness amongst mass people regarding healthy food of every Indian. The theme of the program is 'Eat Right India’ means every Indian to eat right healthy food right from iodine in salt to other essential healthy foods. In commemoration with Gandhiji's 150th birth anniversary Govt of India designed this program to remember importance of Gandhiji’s Dandi March for 'tax free salt' for Indian from the British and therefore this program is called 'Dandi to Hand' move so that general public is aware of their food contents and its effect on their health. Healthy nation is wealthy one and may our India become so. In this connection Hojai Dist Administration in cooperation with other NGOs Markazul Maarif, Markaz Academy, Hojai, Trainees of DDU-GKY project under Markazul Maarif and some others has given a Warm Welcome to the team of 30 Cyclists from Diphu and the officials from the organising authority FSSAI, New Delhi at Deshbandhu HS School auditorium in a befitting manner. The Dist Administration of Hojai honoured each cyclist with 'Certificate of Participation' & Special Coffee cup imprinted exclusively for the purpose. Markazul Maarif had arranged comfortable stay and other logistics for the team of FSSAI, other organisations are looking after various other areas of the program. DC, Hojai appreciated Markazul Ma'arif for cooperating in all aspects.
Selection Interview - Ajmal Free IAS Coaching Program

During the Selection Interview of Ajmal Free IAS Coaching Program Sri Ashutosh Dwivedi, IAS from Delhi and Sri Mukesh Sahay, IAS from Hyderabad (Telengana) were felicitated at Ajmal Foundation Hojai on 8th July, 2018.

Teachers Orientation Program

Ajmal Foundation Organized 3 Day Teachers Orientation Program (ToP) for Assamese Teachers of Ajmal Group of Colleges at Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education, Hojai on December 13 to 15, 2018.
Markazul Ma’arif provided admission fees to meritorious students

Markazul Ma’arif initiated financial help to poor but meritorious students. They provided Rs. 54 thousand to 18 numbers of H.S. first year students of Maulana Azad H.S. school, Ambari who secured 1st division in HSCL exam on 16th October, 2018.

Mr Khalilur Rahman Laskar, General Secretary, and Dr. Razi Ahmed Qasmi, HoD, dept. of education, Markazul Ma’arif. Mr Abdur Rashid Chowdhury, Principal & other staff members were present on the occasion.

Wall of Warmth Inaugurated
An Initiative of Ajmal Foundation Another step towards humanity

Ajmal Foundation have initiated a noble venture of helping poor and needy people by providing used clothes to save them from severe cold. We have installed WALL OF WARMTH (Xuxor Prachir) in front of Ajmal Foundation to allow needy people to pick up the suitable piece of clothes for themselves from Ajmal Foundation. All the office bearers have contributed by donating their clothes.

Reach out to the community, empower the weak, build the nation

Ajmal CSR has a long and impressive track record of projects implemented in the fields of education in rural areas, livelihood training for BPL & minority communities, promotion of gender equality, setting up of hostels for girls, promotion of ecology and protection of environment, animal welfare, promotion of rural sports, relief operation during natural calamities, and development of rural and slum areas etc. Those companies, corporates, and philanthropic organizations interested to partner with Ajmal CSR in these fields may contact us on cell nos. 0-94351-68635, 0-99571-91925 or Communicate to: ajmal_foundation@yahoo.co.in

On January 03, Dr Khasrul Islam, GM, Ajmal Foundation inaugurated the same at office premises of Ajmal Foundation in presence of Dr MRH Azad, Manager; Col. (R) Samir Kanjilal, Academic Director, Ajmal Group of Colleges including other staff members of Ajmal Foundation.
**Aid to Poor Orphans Student**

Ajmal Foundation distributed an amount of Rs 67 Lakh 76K among 1031 Orphans Students of different districts of Assam on Sept-24, 2018 at Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Science & Technology, Hojai.

**Blanket Distribution program at Dhubri**

Ajmal Foundation, Hojai distributed Winter Blankets among 1330 beneficiaries of Bilishipara; Gallowganj; Gauripur; South Salma Mankchar and Dhubri LAC in presence of M Badruddin Ajmal, Hon’ble MP & CEO Ajmal CSR Organisations on December 26, 2018.
“মই চুটি চাপব হব পাবো। কিন্তু মই আকাশ চুব খুজো”

“মই এগবাকী সফল বিজ্ঞানী হৈ অসমলে সুনাম করিয়াই অনিবারে বিজ্ঞাৰো।”

সিন্দিয়েল হিচিহ আদরসকে সাঙ্গাগত কবি তেঊঁঁ দেবই বিজ্ঞানী হব বিবাদে মই।

“আজমল ফাউঁশনল বাবু মই আজি সপোনলে পূর্ণ কবাব সুঠোলাগ কবিছ।” বিকীন চুটিতানা।

আজমল ফাউঁশনল সহাট অরেশত অরেশত সপোন পূর্ণ হল ভবষত্তে এগবাকী বিজ্ঞানী হৈ অসমলে সুনাম করিয়াই অনিবারে সপোন দেখা হোহাইব বিকীন চুটিতানা।

বিকীন, জোহাই পূর্ব ধনীৰ পথখান শবীবীক ভাবে সক্ষম মেহীরে প্রতিদাসীলী শ্রীকালী।

মাজপোলের এক বিশেষ বোগত আকাঙ্ত শ্রীকালী ভালোকে খোজ কাটিকাৰণে। উটি হীবে নেহাতে। হোজকটীলিই চিত্রিত বিষে আকাঙ্ত হৈ পত্তলী বিকীন বিশেষতে বিষে সক্ষম হোহাই পিচ্ছুত অন্যতে কাজতে শিখা জীন। অকোঁল ব্যাখ্যাত বাচি ২০১৫ ত হোহাই নিউ দন। ইলিতু এক্ষেত্রে প্রভাবিত অতীতে হৈ ৯১% নয়লে সুর্যায়িতে উল্লিখ হৈ শ্রীকালী। ইয়াৰ পিচ্ছুত হোহাই মেশবত বিক্রিয়ান্তর পত্তলী অন্তৰ্যাত শৰ্ম পটূঠ শৰ্ম নয়লে হোহাই ছেকোৰী পিঞ্জিত উল্লিখ হয়। বিকীন বিচালিত কলকাতার Di- dian institute of science education and research, IISER কলকাতাত উপর সিঙ্কা গ্রিন কবি এগবাকী বিজ্ঞানী হোহাই। ইয়াৰ বাবু বিকীন অতি বিলাসী কলেজনব এন্টেন্স পিঙ্কিত অতীতে হৈ সখীতিতে স্থান লাভ কবী। অকোঁল ইমনীন নয়লে ভাবতী নল বিশেষ ইন্সটিটিউট এন্টেন্স পিঙ্কিত অতীতে হৈ বিকীন সেলোকতে উল্লিখ হয়। কেমন রূপকাট তে থমকি বর শ্রীকালী। কলকাতার IISER অতি হোহাই অধ্যয়ন বাবু শ্রীকালী প্রয়োজন হৈ ১৫ লাখ টকাত। সৈৰ ধন গোতাবী কবিন নেহাতি শ্রীকালী বিজ্ঞানী হোহাই সপোন এতি পুনৰ হোহাই কলেজত পুনৰ নামভূতি কবী।

অকোঁল শ্রীকালী এই প্রতিষ্ঠা আক জীনব লক্ষ্য কবী সংসদ ময়াখে জীনব পাবী আজমল ফাউঁশনল মূল্য নাসকপী মৌলানা বদর উদেন আজমল, সিবাজ উদেন আজমল, আবুৰ্ব রহমান আজমল লগতে প্রবর্তক হোহাই ইচাৰো।

আজমল ফাউঁশনল লগতে কলকাতাত উপর শিক্ষা প্রতিষ্ঠিত কবী। বিষে অকোঁল প্রতিষ্ঠানব শিখন কবী আজমল ফাউঁশনল আদায় দিয়ে ১৫ লাখ টকাত। বর্তমান বিকীন অতি আপনের কলকাতাত অপক্রিয় কবী আছে।

অকোঁল ইমনীন নয়ল। শ্রীকালী বাবু বাবী আজমল ফাউঁশনল বোলিজম জামানীর পবা অহি এখন মটহাইব হুইল খোৱাহোৱ ব্যাখ্যাব কবী দিয়ে। করীভূতি মূল্য ৩ লাখ ১৫ হাজাব টকাত। এইখনে আজি শ্রীকালী এক সূজিম জীথীন দান কবী ছে।

এইখনেৰ যন্তা দু কিমি চলাচল কবী পাবী শ্রীকালী। যাব বাবী শ্রীকালী আজি অতীত আনন্দিত।

আজি শ্রীকালী পূর্বতকে অধিক মনোলোচ কলকাৰত সেই বাইবুল শিক্ষাস্টেটনক্ত অধ্যয়ন কবী আছে। নিবেদন সপোনলে পূর্ণ কবী সুহোল লাভ কবী শ্রীকালী আজি উত্তীষকৃত। আজমল ফাউঁশনল নাসকপী মৌলানা বদর উদেন আজমল, সিবাজ উদেন আজমল, আবুৰ্ব রহমান আজমল, প্রবর্তক হোহাই ইচাৰো কলেজলে সমূদ্রকে এই সময়ে প্রতিদিন দিন বলুৱী উল্লিখ।

আজমল ফাউঁশনল সহাট সপোন পূর্ণ হৈ আকাশ চুৱ মৌলানা এগবাকী মেহীরে শ্রীকালীশাব হৈ। দাবিদ্বী মেহী অন্তৰ্যাত হৈ এখনেৰ মূল্য সাহস খোৱিলে সকলেতে এই আকাশ চুৱ পাবে।

বিকীনে সিন্দিয়েল হিচিহ দেব এগবাকী মৌলানা বিজ্ঞানী হৈ হোহাইব লগতে সমগ্র অসম অক ভাবতবাসীৱক পৌরানিক কবী। তাতেই কমানা কবিলো।
AJMAL CSR ORGANISATIONS
Actively involved in education, health care & social welfare activities

AJMAL FOUNDATION

Major Activities:
- AJMAL Group of Institutions, 25 Nos. of Schools & Colleges (Junior, Degree, B.Ed. & Law Colleges).
- AJMAL Free IAS Coaching Programme in Delhi.
- AJMAL Super 40 for Medical and Engineering Coaching.
- AJMAL National Rural Education Movement (ANREM).
- AJMAL National Talent Search Examination (ANTSE).
- AJMAL Scholarship Programme.
- AJMAL Skill Development & Livelihood Programmes
  - [IDGU-GKY MoRD,Goi], NAI HANZIL (MoMA, Goi), Learn & Earn (MoMA, Goi), SJRNY (GMC), Free Coaching (MoMA, Goi).
- AJMAL Women Empowerment Programme.
- AJMAL Environment Promotion & Protection Programme.
- AJMAL Distance Education Programmes (KKHSOU, NIOS, ASOS, etc.)
- AJMAL Free Coaching to HSLC Students.
- AJMAL Orphans Care Programme.
- AJMAL Emergency Relief Distribution Programmes.
- AJMAL Free Distribution of Materials to the Divyangs (Specially abled Persons).
- AJMAL Low Cost Houses for BPL Families.
- AJMAL Safe Drinking Water Project.
- AJMAL Anti-Drug Mission.
- AJMAL Cancer Care Programme.

MARYAM AJMAL WOMEN’S COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY, HOJAI

- AJMAL Sanitation Programme.
- AJMAL Widow Support Programme.

FUTURE PROGRAMMES:
- AJMAL University.
- AJMAL Cancer Care Hospital.
- AJMAL AYUSH Hospital and Medical College.

MARKAZUL MA’ARIF (A UNIT OF AJMAL CSR)

Major Activities:
- Markaz Group of Schools 40+ Nos
- Markaz Skill Development & Placement.
- Markaz Orphanages - 6 Nos (1,250 orphans)
- Markaz Emergency Relief & Rehabilitation.
- Markaz Scholarships to Meritorious Students
- Markaz Livelihood Mission.
- Markaz Marriage Aid to Poor Parents.
- Markaz Computer & Vocational Training.
- Markaz Health Care & Sanitation.
- Markaz Drinking Water Supply.
- Markaz Monthly Aid to Poor, Widows.
- KVK to transfer Agril. Technologies from Lab to farmers
- Social Forestry & Environment Promotion.

FUTURE PROGRAMMES:
- MARKAZ Knowledge Hub for Higher Education.
- MARKAZ Unani Medical College.

HAJII ABDUL MAJID MEMORIAL PUBLIC TRUST

Major Activities:
- Runs sophisticated multispeciality charitable hospitals in rural areas (HAMM Hospital & RC, Hojai; Al-Salam Hospital, Goalpara; Badarpur Hospital, Badarpur; AWHAQ Hospital, Dhing, Nagaon.
- Charitable OPD with free Dispensary.
- General & O&G Laparoscopic Surgery, ENT Microscopic Surgery, EYE Surgery.
- Clinical Cardiology with Echocardiography, Holter, TMT etc.
- Haemo Dialysis Unit.
- Organizes health awareness and medical camps in rural areas.
- Runs GNM Nursing School, HAMM Hospital Campus

FUTURE PROGRAMMES:
- 1.5T Digital (64 Slice) MRI
- B.Sc. (Nursing) College
- Medical College

Opening ceremony of HAMM Hospital, Hojai by Mother Teresa on 16th Sept,1995.

Valedictory Session of Sales Orientation Program (SOP) 26th Batch on September 07, 2018 at Markazul Ma’arif Campus, Hojai. It may be mentioned that the three months residential training program organized by Ajmal Foundation, Hojai and after the completion of SOP the successful candidates recruited for various MNCs including Ajmal Perfume, India Operation.